
 

 

Missions Moment for August 16, 2020 
David and Aleece Cooper   

and three boys: Eric (2010), Titus (2013), Lucas (2015) 
Preparing for Ministry in Peru with Across Borders for World Evangelism Canada (ABWE)  

Receive updates directly at dave.cooper@abwe.cc or www.cooperstoperu.com 

July 23, 2020 Update: 
We can't tell you how much we have been blessed by your constant encouragement and prayers. During a 
time when everyone is facing unique interruptions to their life and plans we are amazed by the faithfulness 
of your partnership. Our current status is ... still unknown. Our family has been burdened to continue with our 
plans to go to Costa Rica in August to complete language school, a decision that we have made by faith, not 
knowing if we will be allowed into the country in time for us to catch the fall term. This is the request we are 
constantly bringing to the Lord, knowing that He will answer it according to His infinite wisdom with the result 
that is best for our family. This decision does not bring us fear, but has actually removed some of the 
pressure from our shoulders. 
 
Plan B would be waiting until the January term. This of course leaves many questions about the next few 
months. Questions that we honestly don't have answers to. We will wait until we know more and then go 
from there. Thank you to everyone who has understood our situation and either offered advice, a place to 
stay, or simply your love for our family… 
  
August 7, 2020 Update: 
Once again we want to stop and thank you all for your prayers. As we send these updates out to hundreds 
of families, we are humbled by your faithful support and encouragement. 
 
As many of you now know, we will not be going to language school in Costa Rica this year. The 
situation remains uncertain for travel to Costa Rica. While the borders are open the Spanish Language 
Institute is only proceeding with online learning for the time being. Additionally, we need to wait for Service 
Canada to reopen so that they can renew one of our passports that will expire later this year. These 
circumstances are outside our control and so we will continue to pray and to wait. 
 
In the meantime, our family has moved in with Papa, Nana, and Granny Cooper in Muskoka, Ontario. We 
give each other a hard time about moving back in with parents, but are truly grateful for a loving and fun 
place to sojourn. The boys will hopefully be enrolled at Muskoka Christian School where Nana used to 
teach. Aleece and I will be able to begin language acquisition via online learning for the time being, and I 
hope to also complete my dissertation in the next few months. 
 
This was not our original plan but we are thankful for the ways God helps us redeem the time. Our 
central mission of loving each other and raising our boys to be godly leaders for the next generation 
continues. Plus we have the bonus of extra family time here at the lake before we leave. God has this, as He 
always will! Our email and phone number have remained the same so please don't hesitate to reach out to 
us with any questions. 
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